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of problems involved-mythical statements resolved-value of the theory. 
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ting" versus "environment" -«rama a collaborative art-poet furnishes 
speeches-speech as culmination of action-must be I'n{!cfl'd-real and 
fictive feeling-theory of dramatic make-believe-Bullough on "psychical 
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Distance"-drama as a ritual-as amusement-as work-of-all-arts-Hindu 
theory-belied by Hindu stage practice-drama as dance-drama "swal
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Moralism in dramatic theory-comedy as social criticism-tragic and 
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The tragic rhythm-potentiality and fulfillment-life as a total action 
-Fate-tragedy not known everywhere-"commanding form" of action 
-condensed life-the "tragic error" -tragedy does not illustrate fate, but 
creates its image-comic elements-comic substructure-function of spec
tacle-mere spectacle-drama not a hybird art-its real relation to life. 

PART III: THE POWER OF THE SYMBOL 

20 Expressiveness 
Art symbol not a symbolism-central questions in philosophy of art
non-temporal projections of feeling-life of feeling-all vital patterns 
organic-associated ideas may vary-perception of import intuitive
Bergson on intuition-Croce on intuition and expression-consequences 
of his theory-Cassirer on abstraction and insight-art symbol does not 
"refer" or "communicate"-Collingwood on art as "Ianguage"-on candor 
and corruption-on irrelevance of technique-criticism of his book-fear 
of symbol-theory-dangers and strength of such theory-art and craft
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21 The Work and Its Public 
Artist and public-obiectivity-the ideal beholder-problems of art-per
ception-artistic import not comment-always held in the symbol-per
cipient', relation not to artist. but to the work-real nature of "aesthetic 
emotion" -bC'allty-primac), of responsiveness-freedom and frustration 
of response-anticipation of form-effect of art on life-education of feel
ing-art and religion-effects of seclllarization-entertainment-not the 
same as amusement-art criticism-talent and genius-"artistic tempera
ment"-art as cultural heritage. 

Appendix: A Note on the Film 
Motion picture not drama-not pantomime-not a plastic art-"swal1ows" 
all materials-is a separate poetic mode-"virtllal present," the dream 
mode-basic ahstraction is "giveness"-moving camera-creative char
acter of film. 
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